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Introduction:

This essay is a brief study on the principles of Iranian Islamic architecture, to extract the 
major points and challenge them from different points of view. After introducing Islam into 
Iranian territory outstanding architectural landmarks affected dramatically by this newborn 
religion. Iranian architecture did not lose its identity in confront with Islam ethic, but Iranian 
architects re-created the buildings based on local culture and civilization with adaption to 
Islamic point of view. Previous buildings changed to follow new orders and new ones such 
as mosques, Islamic schools and new kinds of tombs were created to join and enrich the 
architecture of Iran.  

The word Islamic architecture refers to a kind of architecture that has been built in Islamic 
territories. This kind of architecture was created in the country of Iran when the religion of 
Islam was introduced to the world in around 600 A.C. and flourished in duration of almost 
thirteen centuries. [1] In spite of racial and cultural differences among people of different 
parts of the country, some new kind of architecture was created which had extensible unity 
in all of its parts. It means that all of the buildings in the category of Islamic architecture 
placed in different territories of Iran possessed similar features. However aside this 
unification, there are some slight differences which are derived from the local cultures and 
life style. [2] 

So Iran as a country that is being intruded during centuries for its strategic location in the Silk 
Road find a new opportunity to develop its architecture and aesthetic fields. Efflorescence of 
cities such as Isfahan, Yazd, Kashan and Shiraz are signs of the huge impact of Islam on 
Iranian's life. Many different reigns have ruled Iran during this period. (1-13 century in Hijri 
calendar) [2] Consequently these political terms have had impacts on the architecture of this 
region of the world, but they do not mainly influence the architecture of Iran.   

As it is mentioned above some principles dominate the Iranian Islamic architecture seem to 
be derived from beliefs that the religion of Islam brought and vernacular culture at the same 
time. Architecture in Iranian territories in which the climate is hot and arid possesses its own 
specifications. It is dependent on the climate, religion, worldview and above all culture that 
has had the greatest impact on its architectural features. Being humanistic and proportional, 
abstinence from inanity, having structure as aesthetic elements, self sufficiency, introversion, 
purity in shapes and volumes, having symmetry and being colorful are some of the origins 
that can be found in any building of Iranian Islamic architecture. All of these principles are 
legislated for one purpose and that is to build an excellent building. [2] Terminology wise if 
we concern the word "Architecture" that is driven from ancient Greek word defining 
something more than sheer to build a building, implicates on a higher meaning which is to 
build perfectly, like other aesthetic works. [3] 

In the regard of some meaning-oriented critics like Henry Corbin (1973) that consider this 
world one of two which god has designed, the artist's main duty is to discover mysteries of 
the other and the so called hidden world. He should seek spiritualism in his works in order to 
disclose them. [4] 
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8. colorful space 

Another interesting feature of Iranian Islamic architecture is the extensive use of colors in the 
buildings. A variety of limited and splendid colors usually wraps the whole interior of the 
buildings. [12] This is not like what we call "decoration" today; it is like giving a final spatial 
quality to a world of strict regulations. The designer wishes to express his feelings through 
colorful and abstract patterns. By the means of a thin layer of color whether be painted on 
the wall or a tile the characteristic of the space changes hugely; what Iranian Islamic 
architects discovered in order to bring their imaginary gardens to their earthenware buildings. 

Conclusion:

What has been set down in this article was a brief introduction of what is called Iranian 
Islamic architecture and some of its main principles. It is an architecture that pursues tranquil 
and peace by the means of using spiritualism in the buildings. The thing that led to different 
styles was the diversity of how architects and literally people looked at the space. An Iranian 
Islamic architect worships his God by the means of building. He pursues a space that is 
perfect, a fault-free and inconvertible space. He utilizes available elements in order to satisfy 
the hunger of tranquility of the people he builds for. As mentioned the priority of the interior 
over the exterior, the seeking of the complete and geometric pattern for forming spaces and 
shapes, the hidden contemplation behind the simplicity of the buildings, being from and for 
the local environment shows that the architecture is a cultural phenomenon, an art that is in 
a daily correspondence with the people. As a result Islamic architecture in Iran was greatly 
influenced by its traditional culture, and gradually adjusted itself to the new insight of Islam 
religion.  
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